Whether it’s team building, end of season events, family fun
days, Christmas parties or just as an awesome way to bring your
team together, BATFAST events are healthy, different and will
have you smiling and laughing like a big kid!

We have successful run numerous events nationwide. Some of our
events and customers include

A BATFAST corporate event can either be a structured event with
set teams and set rotations around each activity or can be run on
a ‘whack-about’ basis where participants can have a go on the
BATFAST simulator as they please. We’ve just launched our new
corporate events packages, so don’t worry about polishing your
lawn bowls this year, BATFAST has got you covered.

INDOOR SET UP
Unlike a bowling machine, batfast cricket simulators allow you to
experience the real experience of being an international batsmen! Our
precise technology times the ball release exactly in-sync with the
bowling actions of the cricketers you are facing on the screen. Cameras
flashing, crowds cheering and opposition sledging, we provide the
complete package. The features of our simulators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver speeds of up to 70 mph
Can be used with soft ball or hard ball
Bowls in swing or out swing
5 international bowlers simulated
Touch screen enabled control unit
Sound system for stadium sounds
Sponsors interview area for pre-match interviews

The BATFAST experience combines competition with entertainment.
Batsman will hit balls at up to five different targets. These targets are
strategically placed inside the net lanes to replicate the cricket gaps in a
field. For instance, the gaps between point and cover, cover and mid-off,
mid-off and mid on and so on. Based on your expertise, these targets
differ. The ways to get out are caught behind, stumped, bowled or lbw,
with the spectators using the live camera feed as a mechanism to make
umpiring decisions, just like the DRS system.

Our high frames per second cameras are strategically positioned to allow
to you watch instant replays, making you feel like an international
batsman in the middle of a full house stadium of spectators. Moreover,
up to 6 cameras ensure that we do not miss any angle whilst reliving
your experience. These can later be edited to form a small innings
highlight reel in order to be shared with friends and family. We also
provide the added feature of live broadcasting onto social media which
allows your event to be shared online instantaneously.

The BATFAST experience is designed to provide the batsman with the
feel of an international cricket match. Thus with the feeling of playing
the World's best bowlers, we have created the ambiance of an
international stadium on powerful 400-watt speaker system. We also
provide three microphones that enable other users to either
commentate, or sledge the batsman adding to the experience.

I didn’t know cricket will be here today as it is a BIRTHDAY PARTY. I love
the guys and crazy experience at BATFAST, and was much more fun than
tag rugby” - QUOTE FROM 10 year old user
“I was quite overwhelmed by the whole experience. The simulation had
some element of adrenaline rush in it. I felt as if I was in a stadium and
the crowd was cheering me on. After playing once I wanted to keep
playing. Excellent concept and would love to play again” - QUOTE
FROM 29 year old lady
“The boys managing the BATFAST simulator were fantastic and
everyone loved it. My son at least had ten goes denting the wallet
further haha. Definite value for money” - QUOTE FROM father of user

We provide a high quality experience from the day you call us to
enquire. Our friendly team will understand your requirements and
provide you the best advise for the use of the simulator. From then on
we will maintian communication to finalise logistics for the event. On
the day we will arrive with 2 trained batfast operators two hours prior
to the first guest and set up the simulator. Following this we will
provide great service throughout the event to compliment our already
unique product. Following the event we will ask you for feedback, share
the events success on social media, write a blog post and EMAIL EVERY
USER WITH THEIR MUCH AWAITED VIDEOS.

